
THOR GC-1341
Cylinder Arm

B   bbin & Threading
Cheat Sheet



1. Slide open the bobbin cover, flip the lever up, and 
remove the bobbin case from machine.

2. Drop the thread into the bobbin case, pulling the 
thread thru the two grooves as shown in image #2

3. Then drop the bobbin case with the thread into the 
machine’s bobbin well, and place the thread’s tail 
towards the back.

4. Flip down the lever to hold it in place.

5. Next you will pull the bobbin thread up with your 
needle by turning the hand wheel towards you. 

(This rotates the pully counter-clockwise so the 
needle will go down and pull the bobbin thread 
up like on other industrials.)

If the thread wheel seems too hard to turn, you 
can use your foot to press down on the foot 
pedal ever-so-slightly, which helps to release the 
hand wheel.

6. Pull both threads to the back, and slide the cover 
back closed.

7. IMPORTANT:  Before you start sewing, you 
must hold the two thread tails securely 
for the first two stitches so there is some tension.  
(Otherwise they get drawn back down into the 
hole, and you will get a thread jam.)
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How to drop in the threaded bobbon. 

This open side 

placed face down

into machine.

Closed side placed
face up in machine.

THOR GC-1341 BOBBIN



Threading:   go thru top plate holes
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Down into 1st hole

Then up and around
to go down into 3rd hole

THREADING THE THOR 1341 & THOR 1541 ARE SIMILAR



Threading:  from top plate then thru1st tension spring

Thru hole and 1st 

Tension Spring



Threading: 2nd tension disk

Around 2nd

Tension Spring



Threading: 3rd Tension disk
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3Come up around the 
top of 3rd disk



Threading: Thor 1341 Threading
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Approach from bottom then thread up and around on left 
side.  When you pull thread up, listen for “Click”



Threading:
Go up thru the protruding 
bracket, then thru the eye 
of top take-up lever, then 
thru the lower horizontal 
bracket, behind the flat bar 
and thru the 2nd lower 
bracket.

Thru protruding bracket

Thru eye of 
take-up lever

Thru 1st lower 
horizontal 
bracket

Then behind/underneath 
this flat bar

Thru 2nd lower 
horizontal bracket

NOT FULLY FEATURED IN IMAGE
Final steps:   Go thru the hole on the needle bar. Then thread
needle (left to right). And then thru the hole of the presser foot


